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<Highlight 1>: 
1.1.3 Activity 1: Lessons learn forum (leaders in communities and relevant stakeholder networks in all project sites) 
Lesson learn of annual year work: 
It is agreeing that for lesson learn dialogue, it will better to organize in wider level between Karen people, there fore we 
agree to organize in Bangkok, it is central for all Karen particularly Karen people who come from central and western 
side of Thailand. The dialogue has done during 23-25 March, host by SAC. The result come out very good and together 
with future plan for support each other between Karen People in Thailand.  
 

<Highlight 2>:  
2.1.1 Activity 1: Community GIS survey addressing land use and ownership, classification of forests and areas for rotational 
farming, including border areas and fallow land that could benefit from replanting and species enrichment. 
GIS Mapping survey for two communities: 
 
The two communities Mae Yod and Khun Tae already finished the over all Mapping classified land use area, settlement 
area and forest areas. But another process of to create individual plots of land use, it is still in the process of working on 
it. 
 

<Highlight 3>:  
4.1.1 Activity 1: Organize forums on community economic self-determined development 
Training young leaders for self-economy/alternative occupations: 
In this period the young leaders have trained in self-economy /alternative occupations e.g. the coffee producing and 
marketing in Mae Yod community two times. The results some of young people started create their own social enterprise 
based on their own products. 
  

<Highlight 4>:  
4.1.3 Activity 1: Develop marketing for local products and community fund for economic self-reliance 
Now network of social enterprises on local products have created brand “HAW WAW PHAW” for chili powder, RF rice etc. 
and HOSTBEEHIVE for honey, soap etc, and they started organize booths for their products in different event of organic 
market, fair and traditional celebration events, in local, regional and national level e.g.กิจกevent REFOOD and forum in 

Bangkok  In the same time each community started create their own cooperation fund between the members in the 
community. 
 

<Highlight 5>:  
6.1.1 Activity 1: Organize forums to share results and experiences of the project activities with the aim to incorporate 
community plans and rules into the local administration councils 
Organize forums to share results and experiences of the project activities with the aim to incorporate community plans 
and rules into the local administration councils already have done in Mae Tho Tambol of Mae Um Pai community, the 
other two communities Khun Tae and Mae Yod , it is in preparing process but will implement in Quarter 2 of the 3rd year. 
 

 


